PRELIMINARIES AND THE FORMALISM USED
A fairly complete review of various approaches to electromagnetic Hertz potentials (which also includes the treatment employing differentials forms) can be found in the excellent article by Cohen and Kegels 1 ; the older pertinent references can be also localized there.
Our aim is to propose a new approach to the dynamical equations of nonlinear general relativity, founded on an appropriately generalized notion of Hertz potentials. For this purpose, we will first outline in this section the spino rial description of the Riemannian geometry of a complex space-time. Then, the classical theory of Hertz potentials and the basic results of the theory of heavens established in Ref. 2 will be examined in the light of the spinorial formalism" This will lead in the subsequent sections to some general ideas about the gravitational Hertz potentials.
Thus, we will work in a complex (Riemannian) space-time which is a pair: a (complex) analytic differential manifold }\1 1 and the metric g= -~gAB?~gAB
(1, 1)
~he;e I labelled by the spinorial indices (A = 1, 2; B = 1,2), gAB E Al form the base of the cotangent space" The spinorial indices are manipulated by Levi-Civita's symbols according to the usual conventions, e. g. ,
<P A = EAB~)B -1Jr; = <PBEBA. The gauge group of the theory g =SL(2,<I) x o SL(2,<I) in an obvious symbolism. In real relativity, SL transformations are complex conjugates of SL, SL = (SL)* and g maintains the hermicity of gAB-and thus the signature (+++-) of the real metric over the real manifold 11,[4' In complex relativity, the two copies of the SL(2,<I) group, SL and Sr:, remain independent.
In the space of the multiforms, A = EB;=oAP, we have two basic mappings: the external differential and the Hodge star 
(1. 2b) alOn leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland.
We will also employ the concept of the codifferential defined by (1. 3) For our present purposes, it is also convenient to work with the concept of the Laplace-Beltrami operator (1,6) (1. 7a)
(1. 7b)
The name "anti-Laplacian" is perhaps justified by the fact that:
M-dfj,=O,
Ad +d 4=0, AO + 04=0, A* +*4=0.
(1.8a)
The formalism which we use employs, with respect to AP-valued spinors, the covariant differential D: where r AB = r (ABl and r A.8 = r CAB l are respecti~ely the left and right connection l-forms. The connectlOn forms we understand as determined by the gAB via the first structure equations:
(1. 10)
Now the covariant derivatives of the connections, which are Cj -tensors, determine at the same time the left and right curvature forms:
The Bianchi identities, which are integrability conditions for (1. 11), are then 
take in the present formalism the role of the Ricci formulas, and permit us to investigate conveniently the integrability conditions of any equations formulated by the use of the D operation.
The relation:
defines us the objects.
(1.14)
which form a complete base of A 2. Knowing this, and using as a consequence of (1.10) DD gAB = 0 (i. e. , RA5/\gSB +RBS/\!fS=O), one easily shows that the curvature forms can be always represented as:
where the D(2,0) and D(0,2) objects, C ABCD = C(ABCD) and C ABcD = CUBeD» are the spinorial images of the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the conformal curvature tensor (C",SY6 ± * C",SY6); R is the scalar curvature; and C ABcD = C (AB HGD) is a D (1,1) obj ect which corresponds to the traceless part of the Ricci tensor.
Our formalism employs the concept of the spino rial gradient, a AB' and of the covariant spinorial gradient \7 AB' Of course, a AB can be thought of as the base of the tangent space, and for every T KLoo. E A a we have
The covariant gradient is then defined by a parallel formula:
(1.18)
Using the operator \7 AB' one easily shows that the Bianchi identities amount to (1.19a)
The formalism succinctly outlined here, for the sake of completeness, is described more fully in Ref. 3;  Further developments and applications of the formalism are discussed in the first section of Ref. 2 and the subsequent papers about heavens, Refs. 4, 5 and particulary 6. We close this section by establishing our convection for the inner product of forms: a J /3: = * (a /\ * /3) which holds with the star so normalized that ** = identity.
THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND THE ELECTROMAGNETIC HERTZ POTENTIALS
(1. 20)
In a real V 4 , the 2-form of the electromagnetic field f = ~ f"jlXfJ. /\ dX" (in terms of the local components) has to fulfill the Maxwell (vacuum) equations (2.0 and is supposed to be real. It can be always decomposed into the pure self-dual and auti-self-dual parts: In a real V 4 , W is complex conjugate of w. In a complex V 4 , wand w became independent objects and (2.3a) and (2. 3b) are respectively the left ("heavenly") and the right ("hellish") Maxwell equations. Notice that with wand CJ being of definite helicity, it is enough to assume that either the differential or codifferential of wand w vanish; the others then vanish automatically.
Notice also that, as a consequence of (2.3), we have For flat space-time, this specialization of the Hertz potential was obtained many years ago by Penrose. 8 For the sake of completeness, we shall derive it again in the present notation. In flat space-time, there exists a frame such that . .
with XAB E A ° being (Cartesian) coordinates. We describe this as a "special frame" of "s. f." The flat tetrad °gA~ induces, of course connections °r...i B and or loB such that (2.24) and in our special frame or AB = 0 = °r..i.ii. Consequently, we have 
In the real case w = (w)*, and ~ = (A" + A" )dX", where the real A" are electric l?otentials (f"v=A",v -A v ,...) and the pure imaginary A" are magnetic potentials
Therefore, the integral varieties of the left and right Maxwell equations in the flat space are entirely determined by the integral varieties of the simple equations ODl(;. = ° = o~H and °DK A =: ° = °.JR correspondingly.
A similar calculation for II -space leads to a special case of the electromagnetic Hertz potential given in Ref. 9.
A COVARIANT SPINORIZATION OF HEAVENS AND THE LEFT GRAVITATIONAL HERTZ POTENTIAL
If one intends to extend the idea of the Hertz potentials to the nonlinear dynamics of the Einsteinian gravity, it is natural to begin by examining the simple case of heavens (II-spaces). These space-times (complex) which fulfill Einstein vacuum equations and have vanishing anti-self-dual part of the conformal curvature (Le., they are "half-flat", RAB=O), were first encountered by Newman 10 in his study of the complexified asymptotics of gravitational radiation, and give rise to Penrose's concept of the nonlinear graviton. 11 The II-spaces were parallelly studied in Refs. residual (in II -spaces) of the general structure of the G (9 G solutions. In this section we will be able to propose a new spinorial description of heavens with an unfrozen hellish gauge, where the standard results concerning heavens will became more revealing, particularly from the point of view of the nature and the structure of the gravitational Hertz potentials.
We begin by summarizing the basic results of Ref. 2. Thus, every (strong) heaven with C ABeD = C ABeD = ° = R can be described as follows: There exist a coordinate chart {X"}= {u, 11, x, y} and the key function 0 = tl (u, 11, x, y) such that in a special r; -frame the cotangent tetrad is given by
This formula is accompanied by the expression for the tangent tetrad:
The spinorial connection forms are then
if it is assumed that the key function fulfills the second heavenly equation In order to provide a fully covariant description of these results, introduce in the C; -frame used above a homogeneous hellish spinor: (3.6) (see comment after (2.19)]. Then, in the same frame of the spino rial gauge, we can introduce the spinorial coordinates labelled by the two indices:
We can now introduce-all the time in the same C;- The second heavenly equation can be then expressed in the terms of the object (3.8):
The question arises whether formulas (3.9)-(3.13) can be written in a covariant form with respect to the complete gauge group, C; ::=SL xSL. An obvious manner of giving the positive answer to this question consists in using the both-sidedly flat tetrad from (3.7), defined through its values in our special frame. This tetrad [compare (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25)] induces the covariant differential, and through it the covariant gradient, °DTAB'" = _ i°gR S0V'1l sTAB ... , for TABoo. E A 0. Because in our s. f. both or AB and or Ai vanish, it is clear that (3.14)
It follows that we can now write our formulas which describe H -space in an arbitrary Cj -frame in the simple form of ·.0·
AB-AB-4 All
where, of course, we denoted °c'" -~oV'IlS°V'IlS ::= -2 (a/axJIS)(a/ax ll 5). (At this point, we can mention Kj.) we replace the objects and operations referring to the flat tetrad by these referring to the complete tetrad of H-spaces according to the following scheme: where (diff. op) can be any differential operator constructed from the covariant gradients 0V' AB and V' A ii with respect to which K;. is constant.
In particular, applying the mechanism discussed, we have We can now prove a lemma that for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We prove this by induction with respect to k.
For k = 1, because of (3.29) we have
We assume now (3.34) for some k? 1. Then
. Being valid in an s.L, this covariant equation is valid in any frame. This concludes the inductive proof of (3.34).
We still must demonstrate-as the last lemma necessary for our purposes-that
We again prove it in our s. f. First, we have
ABCD . where for il RS we can use (3.10), and in the last term we can apply (3.33). In doing so, it is relevant to remember a formal property of the tangent spinors (3.40)
which was first clearly encountered and discussed in Ref. 4 [this property is important also when rewriting (3.9) and (3.10) in the covariant form of (3.15) and (3.16); (3.40) explains the necessity of an additional change of sign in these formulas]. We obtain, therefore, We shall see that the sequence of the lemmas demonstrated above proves our theorem; indeed, that we can replace °gAB and Oil AB by gAB and (1 AR in the righthand members of (3. 15), (3 0 16), and (3. 17) follows from (3.30). That we can replace °V'AB by V'AB in all formulas beginning from (3. 15) to (3.23) follows from the lemma (3.34); then, (3.38) guarantees that we can replace °0 by 0 when acting on fl ABCD ' As far as the operation °D is concerned, we have already (3.28); °D in (3.23) amounts to the operation on the object with pure dotted indices so that with r AB = °r AB it can be again replaced here by D. Eventually, the fact that we can replace in the terms with fliBCD the S's by oS 's in (3.22) and (3.23) is the consequence of the fact S Ai = os AB + (something)
K·K· and that °D(OgR .0V' .flABCD)-DI--R.V' _flARCD)
A B D RC -
\5 D RC
according to our lemmas.
The replacements of objects and operators referring to °gAB by those referring to gAB according to the scheme (3.27) in the formulas (3.15)-(3. 16)-of course, only in the terms involving II ABCD or KA-is therefore leading to valid formulas either if we execute these replacements only partially, i. e., in some of these formulas, or completely, eliminating the objects and operations referring to °gAB in all possible places. In the latter case, we obtain therefore a set of formulae describing II -spaces in the form of
°rAE=r AE , 
( 3 55 )
and consequently the covariant gradients do commute on the objects of the type D(O,q); in particular they commute on II AEC b which assures the correct symmetries in (3.43)-(3.54).
Our last set of formulas can be now interpreted as °SA8 i\ oS . .
In the terms of the graviational Hertz potential, the graviational field (of helicity + un C ABCD is given by in the cotangent form (3. 43) or the tangent form (3. 44), is flat, i. e., induces the both-sidedly flat connections °DorAB=O=oDorAB' The potential which assures all these things is selected to be of the type N, with the quadruple Penrose spinor being proportional to the homogeneous spinor.
We should like to emphasize the striking analogy of this result with the description of the general left and right electromagnetic fields in flat space-time in the terms of the Hertz potentials in the null gauge, formulas (2.31) and (2.32). We also notice the analogy of our result concerning the theorem about the possibility of equivalently replacing objects and operators referred to °gAB and gAB' with similar mechanisms which one encounters in the theory of the Kerr-Schild metrics l2 ,13 and, more generally, of the double K-S metrics (see where 0g is flat and I( Ec Al is null (i. e. , K JK = 0) and geodesic with respect to 0g or g. It is then null and geodesic with respect to the both, and its optical scalars are the same for both metrics. The key to these properties (and to the similar properties of the congruences of null strings for the double K-S metrics) is, of course, the nullity of the structure which modifies the basic metric. In/I-spaces too, the nullity of II ABCD ' and the proportionality of the quadruple Penrose spinor to a homogeneous spinor, are the properties underlying our theorem,
COMPLEX GRAVITY IN LINEAR APPROXIMATION
The dynamical equations of general relativity have been studied in the linear approximation from many points of view. Our results on II -spaces suggest yet another approach. II -space with the tetrad oriented as in the previous section, provides the most general rightflat solution of Einstein's equations. Changing the orientation (by making a tetrad transformation of determinant minus one), we obtain the most general left-flat solution. From these solutions of the rigorous equations, we derive solutions to the equations of the linear approximation. For these equations, however, we can superimpose solutions. By this means, we recover the general solution of the linear approximation which Penrose" obtained from completely different considerations.
Following the program outlined above, we first construct the most general "left-flat" solution. The null tetrad transformation e le 2 , ('2 -e 1 , ('3 -(,3, ('4 -('4 corresponds to the replacement of the dotted indices by undotted and vice-versa, i. e. , we obtain the hellish tetrad from the formulas (3.15)-(3.26) formally by "conjugating" and treating the objects gAB, agAB, 0V' AB (and 0,-,) as if they were "Hermitian". This leads to the following list of formulas:
CABCD=O, It is self-evident that our theorem concerning the possibility of replacing objects and operators according tothe scheme (3.27) in all terms containing II ABCD (or K A ) applies also the present collection of the formulae. Clearly, II ABCD plays the role of the right (null) gravitational Hertz potential for the space f/.
In the next step, we consider, in both sets of ,the e -06, e -oe), where "0" denotes the order in the parameter of smallness. Then, neglecting the terms of higher order and superposing linearly both structures, we obtain for the solutions of Einstein equations which are both-sidely general, but only infiniteSimally deviate from the flatness (oG®oG solutions) the following collection of formulas: (4.14) (4.28a) (4. 28b) the same equations which determine the integral variety of the Maxwell equations. This is the general solution of Penrose. 8 The analogy between our oG®oG formulas and the description of the electromagnetic field (in vacuum) by the D(O, 1) and D(l, 0) null Hertz potentials is striking. Clearly, oII ABCD and OII ABCD play the role of the D(0,2) and D(2, 0) Hertz potentials for the equations of the linear approximation, the potentials which admit the null gauge, with the quadruple Penrose spinors proportional to homogeneous spinors.
It should be observed that if we assume (0 that °gA~ is Hermitian and (ii) that (on ABCD )* =OII..i.Bcb, then gAB from (4.13) is Hermitian; and the (approximate) Einsteinian metric induced by oG®oG is real. We notice also the interesting fact that all our oG®oG formulas permit us again to replace in them objects and operators according to the scheme (3.27) in all terms which involve OII AECD ' oII ABCD and K;., K A • This time this holds trivially because all oG ®ooG formulae are valid with precision up to 0(0 2 ).
FINAL REMARKS
The fundamental question arises concerning how our oG®oG structure generalizes within the complete nonlinear theory. For the (complex) space-times which are one-sidedly flat, Le., heavens [-] ®G and G® [-] we know the answer: One of (infinitesimal) Hertz potentials of the linear approximation goes to the zero limit, while the second potential becomes finite and fulfills a simple nonlinear equation with quadratic nonlinearity, maintaining from the linear approximation two crucial properties (0 its type N, (ii) the proportionality of the quadruple Penrose spinor to an homogeneous spinor.
In the general case of the solutions of the Einstein equations of the type G ® G, the present results seem to suggest strongly that it should be possible to describe entirely these solutions in the terms of some two Hertz potentials of the types D(0,2) and D(2,0) respectively. How this should be done can perhaps become more transparent when the basic results of this paper concerning the "spinorization" and "covariantization" of the H-spaces, will be extended to the theory of HH-spaces.
The last spaces, being the solutions of Einstein (empty space) equations of the type Deg. ®Gen. , are entirely described in the terms of one function of four variables and some (gauge dependent) functions of the two variables. (See Refs. 9 and 16 for succinct resumees, and 17 for the complete proofs; Ref. We also believe that some relevant hints concerning the structure of the G!Z:G solutions described by Hertz potentials can be obtained by using 5G05G structure as the first order approximation in a covariant approximation procedure which would permit us to determine all pertinent quantities with the precision up to one order higher [up to 0(53) ]0 Some work in this direction (jointly with Dr. S. Hacyan) is now in progress.
It can be also noticed, that the structure equations with the built-in Einstein equations C ABCri = 0, R = -4i\ can be stated together with Bianchi identities in the form of 
